Scan down to GED Practice Tests

Choose a subject - Social Studies or Language Arts

For Social Studies scan down to any of the following:

- Practice Test with 10 Questions – sets 1-5
- Practice Test with 15 Questions – sets 1-3
- Practice Test with 20 Questions
- Practice Test with a timer – 50 minutes

After each test it will review your answers so you can see your mistakes

For Language Arts scan down to any of the following:

- Practice Test with 10 Questions - sets 1-5
- Topic related Practice Tests (for example – subject/verb agreement) - 10 Questions
- Practice Test with 15 Questions – sets 1-5
- Practice Test with 25 Questions – sets 1-2
- Practice Test with timer – 30 questions - 50 minutes

After each test it will review your answers so you can see your mistakes